Welcome to the EROC fall edition! We’re recapping summer and giving you a peek into what our fall looks like; we’ve had a lot of exciting things going on!

EROC is excited to introduce our brand new Regional Rapid Response (RRR) team! Our RRR team is a group of incredible student activists working with their own schools across the country to change the anti-sexual violence movement from within. They’ll dismantle gatekeeping ‘isms’ (think racism, sexism, classism) and organize in their communities to bring change on the ground. 

[Meet them here](#) And follow the hashtag #EROCgeo on social to find out what they’re up to.
Meet Ana
EROC’s new Regional Rapid Response Manager

Ana heads up our national team of student activists! We’re so happy to have her on board.

How well do you know Title IX? With changes on the way, we want to make sure you’re prepared. EROC offers trainings brought right to your school or work. Here are a few trainings we offer:

• Know Your Rights: Title IX and Beyond
• Maximizing Your State Legislative Advocacy
• Supporting a Survivor: Responding to Disclosures
• The Future of #MeToo: Creating a Survivor-Centered Movement

If you’re interested in bringing a program to your community, email:

programs@endrapeoncampus.org

Volunteer an hour!
Add your school to our School Accountability Map! The map tracks how schools respond to sexual violence. Add your school to our map:
email map@endrapeoncampus.org and follow #EROCgeo on social

Learn more about how schools create better prevention programming! Click here to read a blog post by our Associate Director of External Programming, Michelle Carroll
We’re right in the middle of our #ReclaimRedZones campaign, where we take back the ten weeks a year that most assaults happen at schools. Each week is themed on part of our lives that can be interrupted by sexual violence. Find out what we’re reclaiming each week and a link to our handy syllabus of resources by clicking the graphic below!

Have you listened to our Spotify? We’ve got music for every mood. Check out our playlists to find one to help you study, rest, revolt, and groove to. Click here to follow us to see the new playlists we’ll be adding as we go!

Fall Recommendations

♩♩♩: The amazing EROC Spotify playlist collection.

🎧: The Bechdel Cast - a comedy podcast named for the famous Bechdel Test that analyzes women characters in popular movies. It’s a way to rewatch your faves with a feminist lens from comedians and screenwriters Caitlin and Jamie.

📺: GLOW on Netflix - a dramedy series that crushes the Bechdel Test and features intersectional stories of women wrestlers in the 80s.
Title IX changes are on the horizon—we don’t have details on what the changes will be, but we’re getting ready. Sign up for emails here to stay up to date on the rule drop!

We’re centering caring for ourselves and our communities, so we can face this with resilience and self-care.

We’d love you to share some of your favorite resources with us and your community! Find your favorite here.

Check out EROC’s Jess Davidson in Inside Higher Ed’s piece on Reclaim Red Zones

Have five minutes? Read EROC’s interview with Ursula Mcfarlane, the director of ‘Untouchable,’ the story of the Weinstein abuse and cover-ups

Want to support the movement? We always appreciate a donation to help us do the work to uplift and defend survivor needs.